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1.1 Gene r a 1 B a. c k p: rou n ci
Polymers are now widely used in industrial and commerical
applications. Therefore, .their various properties are important
subjects to be studied both theoretically and experimentally.
Among these, the mechanical properties are of the most importance
in many applications
For mechanical applications, polymers have many advantages
over other materiaIs. For examp1e, they are 1ow in densicy, are
usually less costly than other materials, can be colored internally,
are maintanence-free, and can be formulated to provide a wide
range of other specific properties. A major weakness of polymers
f or mechanica 1 applications is their re 1 ati ve 1 y 1 ow modu. 1 us ,»
2
which is on the order of 1 GNrn , compared to that of steel
? P
(200GNrni_) and glass fibre (60GNm~) . Consequently the low
modulus of a plastic material severely limits its load bearing
capacity.
One useful method to increase the modulus of polymers
(therraoplasties only) is to Jrav; the materia 1 s at sui tab 1 o temper-
atures. The method is especially applicable to crystalline
polymers such as polyethylene (PE), polypropylene (PP) and poly-
oxymethylene (POM). After orientation, the axial tensile modulus
of crystalline polymers increases to 10-70GNnf~, while the modulus
of amorphous polymers increases only slightly. No other class of
materials display such a wide variation in properties due to
molecular structure effect. Therefore studies on orientation
are important for a theoretical understanding of material structure
as well as practical applications.
POM, being one of the crystalline polymers, has good
properties such as lightness, hardness, resilience and rigidity,
dimensional stability, low abrasion and friction, good electrical
properties, resistance to most organic chemicals and low capacity
for absorbing water. As a result, POM is now one of the widely
used engineering plastics. It can, in many cases, replace metals
In recent years, some investigations have been done on the
crystal structure, crystal growth and morphology of undrawn and
drawn POM (Hammer et ai., 1959; Schweitzer et al, 1959; Carazzolo
and Mammi, 1963; O'Leary and Geil, 1968; Clark and Scott, 1971
White et al., 1978; Ward et al., 1978). However, little have been
reported regarding the relation between the structure and mechanical
properties of the material. For these reasons, a detailed study
on the structure and the mechanical properties of oriented POM
is of both scientific and practical interest.
1 Q f v» 1 i r» f n n rh T }OM
Pom crystals have a hexagonal unit cell with soace group
svmmetrvJ «o Onp h p! i c. n 1 nh.-n' n mnl ppm] p n n c- p n fhrnni?1
e a c h u n i t eel 1 w i t h a i n e m o n o in e r u n i t s in a repeating
u n
distance of 17.3A (Henstenbury 1927; Panto. 1993; Geil 190).
;; owever, a bu 1 k sarnp 1 e of 10M is norrna 11 y 60% crystall! ne .
Therefore, it may be roughly regarded as a two-phase composite
material vi th crystalline lamellae embedded in arnor .hous matrix.
The change of mor:)ho 1 ogica 1 ::• tructure of bu 1 k P0M during drawing
process can be divided nt dirce stages (C'Leary and Geil, 1968):
a n d
1«. 1 ni t ia 1 s tage : .at 1 ow draw ratio X 1 3 9 , thc molecular
chains within the crystalline lamellar are tilted at an angle
O
about 90 to the draw direction and the lamellae begin apparently
to elongate in the draw direction. In the meantime, the c-axcs
of the crystals form a 30° cone around the draw direction and are
o
equally populated at four definite maxima at 90 intervals around
the surface of the cone (Fig. 1.2a)
2. Inter me diate s - age: In the r a n g e 1.3 3X 2.P 3. t h e
molecular chains continue to tilt and the spherulitic structure
gradually transforms to a fibrillar structure. The population of
the c-axes of the crystals are gradually spread over this 32°
cone.
3« Final stage: £.2.25i the c-axes become randomly
distributed 011 the cone as x increases, the cone fina ly col.lape;
to a single line parallel o the draw direction. .at this stage
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Fig. 1.2a. Schematic diagram showing the orientation
of molecular cha.ins of POM for - X 1.35
The c-axes maxima are situated at about
30° from the draw direction and at 90°
intervals around the cone.
1.S Mechanical Moduli and Relaxations of POM
Dynamic torsional measurements of isotropic POM have been
made by McCrum (1961). There are three relaxation peaks, labeled
, j3 and Y in the order of descending temperature. The peak at
o
about 1'40 C (iHz)is most prominant in the mechanical results at
low frequencies. Takayanagi (1963) has shown that the cL relaxation
mechanism is associated with the crystalline phase and proposed
that it involved translations! motion along the chain axis The
p relaxation at about -20 (1Hz) is weak in comparison with
the 0L and Y relaxations A detailed study (McCrum 1961) has shown
that the magnitude of p peak depends on the amount of the absorbed
water and the thermal history of the sample and is associated with
o
the amorphous regions of POM. The x peak is at ~70~C at a frequ¬
ency of 1Hz. Read and Williams (191) suggested that the Y relax¬
ation is also associated with the disorder-.-d regions of POM.
Since the T relaxation magnitude is larger than that of p relax¬
ation, they associated this relaxation with the glass transition©
Most measurements of the moduli of oriented POM were con¬
centrated on the Young's modulus and axial shear modulus at low
frequencies. In 197, Clark and Scott first studied the tensile
properties of drawn POM (~K ~ 1-20) prepared by a two-stage drawing
o
process at about ISO C. Only the tensile strength and axial Young's
moduli at room temperature were investigated. At a draw ratio of
2
20, POM was reported to have a tensile strength of 1.7 GNm and
axial Young's modulus of 35GNm (room temperature). In 1978,
Brew and Ward studied in detail the influence of drawing conditions
on the drawing behaviour of POM. They measured the axial Young's
modulus by dead loading creep experiment at room temperature and
found that an optimum single-stage drawing process gives slightly
higher modulus products than the optimum two stage drawing process
In the same year, Coates and Vard examined the extrusion charac¬
teristics of POM. In their measurement, axial Young's modulus,
shear modulus and transverse modulus of extruded POM with
deformation ratio up to 98 were determined by static and low
frequency method over the temperature range of -196 to 160 C,
Other studies on the mechanical properties of POM were also
reported by Capaccio and Vard (1976), Vhite et al. (1976),
Leung et al. (1981).
1.1 Jcopc o the Present Pork
The small strain mechanical properties of a transversely iso¬
tropic polymer are completely characterized by 6 independent
moduli. At present, there is only one convenient method, namely the
u 1 trasoni c technique , whi ch can be u e tc ob tain the P rnoduli •
The other techniques which involve cover;-! different kinds of
measurements are subject to large measurement errors. As far as
we know, there is only one report on the ultrasonic measurement of
the five elastic constants of oriented POM over the temperature range
of 0° to 60° C, which was carried out in our laboratory (Leung et al.
1981). In this study, we continued the measurement and extended
the tern erature range to cover -60° to 120°C. The frequency used
i the measurement was 10MHz and the Y relaxation at this frequ-
o
cncy is at about 0 C. Therefore we covered the tern •-erature range
below and v;e 11 a 1)ovc the X re 1 aation.
In this work, we have also determined the crystalline orien¬
tation function, f , of a series of oriented POM using wide angle
c
X-ray diffraction method (vAXD). The amorphous orientation function
f „ was determined by using the axial Young's modulus data at lowcL
temperature (-60 C) and the two-phase Peuss model suggested by
Samuels et al.,(l979)« According to the model the axial Young's 1
modulus is related to the orientation functions (f ,f ) and the
c a
crystallinity (V ) of an oriented semicrystalline polymers.0
We have also measured the birefringence A, of POM at various
draw ratios. Using and f the intrinsic birefringences
for both crystalline and amorphous phases were also
estimated.
We have used our data on f and f , together with the two-
c a
phase Reuss model to describe the behavior of the various elastic
moduli of POM over a wide temperature range. Under some reasonable
assumptions, the model can be simplified to contain only six
intrinsic parameters, two for tensile moduli and four for shear
moduli. Using some of our ultrasonic measurement data, these six
intrinsic parameters were determined. We find that this simplified
model is adequate for understanding the mechanical behaviour of
oriented POM below the f relaxation temperature Tr, but fails
to describe the behaviour of highly drawn materials above Tj-»
On the other hand, the temperature dependence of the axial Young's
modulus is found to be explained successfully by the Takayanagi
model•
In the next chapter, we shall discuss the theory on whichi
the measurements and analysis are based. Chapter 3 deals with t
sample preparation and experimental techniques. The final chapter-
consists of the results and some discussions. In the appendix,
the raw data are placed.
G H A P T E R 2
Theoryikaaw——-—'-f irinrl
P-1 Elastic Properties of Solids
2.1.1 General Properties
For small deformation, it is an experimentally observed
fact that the strain in a deformed body is linearly proportional
to the applied stress. The fact is stated mathematically by
writting each component of stress 6 . . as a general linear
t 3
function of all the strain components, i.e.
(2.1 )
where C. _ is the tensor of the elastic constants (or moduli)
i jkl
of the material. The summation implied above means that there
should be 81 elastic constants. However, because of equilibrium
• a- i , i
conditions 4 . . = d.. and by the definition of the strain tensor
13 jx
e. . = e .. the maximum number of independent C. , is reduced
13 31 • ~ 13k!
to 36. Thermodynamic arguments also imply that C. .. _ =C, - . . «
J 0 13k! kl;i3 5
therefore the number of independent moduli is reduced further tc
21.
If a material possesses further symmetry in its elastic
property in certain directions, the number of independent
elastic constants will be reduced further. For a transverse
isotropic material, the number of independent elastic contants
becomes 35 and if the material Is isotropic, the number of
independent elastic constants reduces to 2 (Ward 1971)-
Instead of the four-suffix stiffnesses, it is common to
use a contracted notation defined as follow: 6- is written as
63 p2 as p 33 as 3 e shear terms d
d p- are written d respectively® For the strains
a slighly different notation is used, e1j becomes f e00 becomes
e_ and e.,.. becomes e~ and 2ebecomes e. , 2e.„-, becomes @_ and
2 .?3 3 23 V 31 5
2ep is written as eg
In this notation, Hooke's law becomes
( 22)
and for a transversely isotropic material with the axis of
symmetry being specified as z direction, the elastic constants
matrix can be written in the form
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By a matrix inversion .the compliance constants are given as











If the compliance constants are known, the compliance along
the axis made an .angle Q vith the draw direction can be deduced
by using coordinate transformation rule,
(2.13)
i
S. - is referred to the coordinate system generated by a rotation








.Fig® 2.1.1a. The compliance S(0) at angle 0 to
the Z direction® The coordinate
system (X1 , Y1 , Z1) is generated
by a rotation about the X-axis
through an angle 0.
the direction cosine; the cosine of the angle between i-axis in
the rotated system and the j-axis in the origional system. Now
consider a transversely isotropic sample in the rotated system
in the abbreviated notation
(2.14)
(2.15)
The Young's modulus E(0) is the reciprocal of the compliance
3(0), i.e.






similarly, ioxssoii's ratios O -ip9 and -v-i bxq related to«» »M «tws . ».!»
the comp3-iance constants
To distinguish the Young's modulus Eq from the elastic
modulus C., consideration on the definition would be helpful.
As we know, when a. drawn polymer suffers a stress in the draw
direction, its length will elongate along the direction of the
stress; while the width in transverse direction will usually
contract. The ratio of the stress to the longitudinal strain is
defined as the longitudinal Young's modulus On the other hand,
the quantity c~- is defined by the ratio of the stress to the longi-
tudinal strain with all the tranverse extensions or contraction
being absent, i.e.
The difference between the transverse Young's modulus E_ and the
90
transverse elastic modulus Cnn is the same as that between E and
11 o
C__, however Enr. and correspond to the strain and the stress
pp 90 11
applied in the direction perpendicular to draw axis (Fig. 2.1 .lb),,
The physical meaning of the transverse shear modulus and the







Fig. 2e101b. Schematic diagram showing the physical meaning
of E , Ennl 0rr and C,,. The lines (the dots,
o 90 66 44 7
in the case of Cgg) represent polymer chains,
while the arrows represent forces.
2-1-2 Elastic Waves in Solids———It T-I I I'MI niBiirn-niMir .-II impVHIHI.IIIKtimii—
To determine all five elastic constants, at present, there
is one convenient technique, namely, the ultrasonic technique.
A elastic wave equation can be derived from Newton's lav and
i n o, rr o n r: v o 1 n r r-. A H aoVa J -• To i.r
(2.23)
where u is the particle displacement and p is the density of medium.
If an elastic wave propagating at an incident angle 9 to the trans¬
verse axis of a transversly isotropic sample as shown in Fig. 2.1.2a
a longitudinal wave and a transverse wave will be excited inside the
sample (Pollard, 1977)• The velocity of the longitudinal wave is
Lpi vfm bv
(2.24;
and the velocity of transverse wave is
(p
If a wave propagates at an angle 9 to the axis of symmetry
(Fig. 2.1.2b), we find that the solutions are a quasi-longitudinal
wave and a quasi-shear wave. The wave velocities are given by
(2.26)










Therefore once V , V. , V and V at various angles are
a b' +
measured, the five elastic constants of a transversely isotropic









Fig. 2.1,2a0 Diagram showing the relative position of
the propagation direction of the ultra-
sonic wave and the sample for the measure-






Fig. 2.1.2b. Diagram showing the relative position of
the propagation direction of the ultrasonic
wave and the sample for the measurement







2.2 Structural Changes of Sernicrysta:l.:l_ine Pow- mers uon Drawing
The effect of orientation on the morphology of s:emicrystalline
polymers has been extensively studied( Stein and Rhodes, 1960
Zubov et al., 1967 Cowking et al., 1968 Veil, 1968), and a
brief description of the relevant features would be helpful to
interpret the anisotropy of drawn polymers in terms of composite
models.
A semicrystalline polymer may be regarded as a composite
material in which crystalline lamellae are embedded in an amor-
phous matrix. For isotropic polymer the lamellae are randomly
oriented and generally arrange themselves in spherulitic structure.
When the polymer is drawn the molecular chains are aligned gradual-
ly along the draw direction. At the same time, the spherulites
are deformed and the lamellae are broken up into crystalline
blocks. The crystalline blocks are connected by taut tie-molecules
and crystalline bridges. The alternating amorphous and crystalline
regions, together with the taut ti molecules, therefore form
the. microfibrillar structure. The change of the morphological




Fig. 2.2a. Structural changes in semicrystalline polymers upon
drawing. (I) Force is applied along the draw direc-
tion. (II) Lamellar ribbons slip rigidly post each
other. The strain is accommodated entirely by the
interlamellar amorphous layer. (III) The chains
are highly extended and deformation occurs by the




(IV) Blocks of crystal are pulled out of the ribbons.
The blocks are still attached to each other by tie
Chains. (V) The blocks becomes aligned along the
tensile axis and form the microfibrillar structured
P 7• j Two-'ohase Model
On the basis of the structural model described above, Samuels
et al (1976) proposed a two-phase Reuss model, a generalization
of Ward's aggregation model (1962) to a two phase system, to
describe the mechanical behaviour of oriented semicrystalline poly¬
mers. In this model, an oriented semicrystalline polymer is con¬
sidered to be composed of heterogeneous mixtures of distinct
microregions of crystalline and amorphous material. The basic
structural element associated with the crystalline phase is the
unit cell of the polymer crystal, while the structural element of
the amorphous phase is viewed as a collection of macromolecular
chain segments not included in the crystal structure. These struct¬
ural elements are tranversely isotropic aad thus five independent
elastic constants are required to describe their mechanical r,ro-i i
perties.
To couple the structure elements and to give 0. quantitative
description of the bulk properties of crystalline polymer, Samuels
assumed an uniform stress distribution. The uniform stress approach
inn dies a summation of compliance constants, and give rise to what
will be termed as the Reuss average.
Compliances for the Reuss aggregate are given by Seferis and
Samuels (1979) IT SpQc and Spqa are the aggregate phase com-
pliances of the crystalline and amorphous phase computed by orien¬
















V and V are the volume fraction of crystalline and amorphousC cl
phases, respectively ( V = '1-V ). The subscript p denotes the8. C
crystalline (c) or amorphous (a) phase, and f and g are,




where 0 is the angle betveen draw axis and the molecular chains.
It is easy to see that five independent compliances ( s.. , s.„ ,
J - 33p Hp
s0 , s.? , Slr ) correspond to the five intrinsic patameters
i t_p I pp s-Hp
( A , B , 0 . ) used to describe the aggregate phase
P P P up
mechanical properties.
By combining Eq. 2.16 and 2.28-33 the Young's modulus E(0),









It is noted that there are six parameters in Eq24-1« To reduce
the instrinsic parameters, Samuels has made the assumptions:
1) the axial tensile compliance of each phase is equal to zero,
I.e. sa ~ ~ 5 2) the compliance perpendicular to structural
elements and the shear compliance of each phase are
approximately equal, i.e. sl1p sMfp' crossPane compli¬
ance is much less than the shear compliance , ie.,
s13p sJifp4 making these assumptions, two of the intrinsic
parameters are eliminated, i.e. B - -A , C f 0. Thus the six
P P Pif
parameters Eq•2• reduces to a two_parameters equation»
(2.45)
For an isotropic sample Eq»2.reduces to Eq 2 »k6.
(2 A6)
Eq. 2.T6 implies that a plot of Young's modulus against crystallinity
for isotropic samples gives a straight line, and the extrapolations
of the line to V =1 and V ='0 give the values of A and A ,
c c c a 5
respectively. Once A and A are obtained, theoretical Young'sC 0.
modulus E(0) at an angle 0 to the draw direction can be evaluated®
Eq.2.43 also shows that f can be determined by combining
the mechanical measurement and VAXD. The equation is rewritten
in t.hp form
(2.47)
Eq.2.47 shovs that the amorphous orientation function f can be
determined with known and f .
33 c
To calculate the shear compliances four more parameters AQa,
AqI and B have to be determined. For isotropic sample
f = f = 0, Eq® 2«2? and 2.32- reduce to
( 2.48;
and thus A and can be obtained by plotting S; against the
crystallinity of isotropic samples.
and Ba may be obtained by fitting Sgg versus to the model
by using 2.27 and 2.33 ®
(2.49)




Eq. 250 implies linear relationship between f (s gg) and
f (1 - V )V f • The coefficients Bp and Br, can be obtainedSL C CC . ~ uC (jrcl
from the intercept and the slope of the straight line,-respecr-
tively.
A .general test of the two phase aggregate model is suggested
by the two invariant quantities derived as follows :
The compliance constants s. , of structural element is a four
2.JKX
rank tensor, and therefore a scalar such as s.. ,, is independent
ns33
of any particular corrdinate system The compliance S.. . . of
11 j 3 3
an aggregate, according to Reuss average, is a summation of s.. . .
ii i 3 3
of elements, and thus S. . . . is also- independent of the distri-
n 9 j 3
button of rotation angles of the structural elements If the
solely result of the drawing process is the rotation of the
structural elements, then A = S.. ... is independent of drawing
ii $ 3 3
Similarly, B = S. . . . is also independent of drawing For tran-
aversely isotropic materials a linear combination of A and B give
two invariant quantities, k and s,
(2.51)
(2,52)
Therefore the necessary and sufficient conditions for the Reuss
model to be valid is the quantities and S must be independent
of orientation « These results also hold for a. two-phase system in
which the compliances of the two phases are combined linearly with
constant volume fraction
The corresponding invariant quantities for the Voigt model,




According to the two-phase Reuss model, the intrinsic birefrin¬
gences for both crystalline and amorphous phases ( , A° ) may beO 0
defined to relate the the measured birefringence, as ( Hermans,
1946 )
(2.55)
where the form birefringence is neglected®
Eq. 255 can be rewritten in the following form
(2.56)
The eanation predicts a linear relationship between A,V f arid
1 t c c
(1 - V )f V f • Experimental values of A° and A can thus be
c a c c c c
deduced from the intercept and the slope of the resulting straight
line. Eq® 2.5b also shows that once the intrinsic birefringences
have been provided, the amorphous orientation function could be
determined by a combination of density, wide angle X-ray diffract¬
ion and birefringence measurements.
o 1l
The Takayanagi Model
A different purely phenomenological approach to the understanding
of the mechanical behaviour of oriented semicrystalline polymers is
the composite model proposed by Takayanagi et al. (1966). As shown
in Fig. 2.-a, the crystalline bolck is coupled in series with the
amorphous region and then this combination is coupled in parallel vith
the crystalline bridge (or taut tie molecule) fraction b. Assuming
that the chains in the crystalline regions are fully aligned (i.e 5),
the Young's modulus along the draw direction is
(257)
where El? is the Youngfs modulus of the crystallites along the chainc
direction, and E is the modulus of the amorphous phase which
ci
is assumed to be isotropic The transverse Youngs modulus E
u 90
can be similarly calautated but the expression is of less interest













3.1.1 Isotropic Samples of Different Crvstallinitiesminmi—WillTruninfti.wili «..—i ii Ki i i mtin——!»! -.aiiatc«—awm—jn—iiorgdM—»rjr—i-aMwa.irww
The starting material were Celcon sheets of ~jmm and 10mm
thick The characteristics of six isotropic samples with dif¬
ferent crystallinities used in this experiments are given in
Table 4.1. The Specimen I was obtained by compression moulding
the 3 mm sheet and then quenched in ice water. Specimen II and
IV were the as received sheet of 3rflm and 10mm thick, respectively.
O
Specimen III was annealed from 3 sua sheet at 173 C for 10 hours
and then slowly cooled to room temperature at a rate of approxi-
0 f
mately 0.3 Chr. Specimen V and VI were obtained by annealing the
o
10 ram sheet at 17o C in oil bath for 10 hours. Both annealed
specimens were slowly cooled at a rate of 0.3 Chr. to 170 C9
staying for 3 hours, and then cooled down to room temperature
inside the oil bath.
3.1.2 Oriented Samples
Samples for ultrasonic measurements
Dumb-bell shaped samples with gauge length about 4 cm and
width 2.5 cm were cut from 3 mm thick isotropic sheets® These
C _
samples were drawn at 150 C on an Instron Tensile Machine.
For draw ratio (A) below the natural draw ratio (A = 55)» the
drawing speed was 1mmmin. For A above 55» the samples were drawn
in two stages as suggested by Clark and Scott (1970 The samples
were first drawn to the natural draw ratio i. A = 95) at a speed
of 2cmmins then cut to about 2cm gauge length for a second draw¬
ing at a speed of 1mmmin»
The oriented samples were cut into dimensions approximately
2
1.0x1.5cm . After the samples vere cut they were polished with
silicon carbide papers to ensure the smoothness and parallelism
of two surfaces. All samples were also annealed at 12.0°C for
about 2 hours to prevent shrinking during measurements. The
densities and thicknesses of the samples are listed in Table 2.
Samples for birefringence measurements
All samples for drawing were cut from the 3mm sheet. The isotro¬
pic sheets vere first ground to about 0.6mm thick and then dravn
using procedures similar to that for,ultrasonic measurements.
2
The oriented samples were cut into 05x1 cm rectangles and were
hand ground on 800 silicone carbide papers. The samples for
measurements were normally of 0.15mm in thickness.
Samples for X-ray measurement!
For A 55 the materials for drawing were cut from the 10mm
sheets. The drawing procedures vere the same as that for ultra-
sonic measurements. For XK 55? the samples were cut from the
oriented samples prepared for ultrasonic measurements. All samples
for wide angle X-angle diffraction measurements (WAXD) were mach-
35
hied with a lathe to 1 mm diameter. The axis of the cylinder
was parallel to the draw direction.
All finished samples were stored at room temperature for
at least two days before measurements were made.
3.2 Density Measurementsa. - . m - - . . rr-,-, —
The density (p) of all samples was measured at room temper¬
ature by flotation method. Mixture of tolulene (° - O.867) and
carbon tetrachloride (p - 1.590 was used. The density of the
mixture was measured with a single beam specific gravity balance.
The crystallinity V of isotropic samples was determined
c
from the formula
where and are the densities of crystalline and amorphous
phase, respectively. Values of p and are assumed to be
I.506 g'cc and 1.256 gcc, respectively (Hammer et al., 1959)-
3-3 Birefringence Measurements
The birefringence ( ) of the oriented sample was measured
with white light at room temperature in a Leitz polarizing micro¬
scope with a tilting compensator and retarders.
The maximum retardation measured by the tilting comperator
was about 8000nm, implying that the thickness of highly oriented
m[p
POM for measurement should be on the order of 10 'mm. In order to
avoid error in thickness measurement , retarders were introduced
so that the thickness of the samples can be increased by a factor
of ten. The retarders were prepared by parallel stacking of Scotch
tapes, and the retardations were measured with the polarizing
microscope. The retarders used in our measurements had a retardation
of 9970nm and 20?30nm, respectively.
The total error arises from the uncertainty in the measurement
of sample thickness and birefringence measurement is estimated to
be less than k%m
3.;i X-ray MeasurementsI. » k ..Ml,,. ».
When a polymer is drawn the chain molecules in the crystallites
tend to orient along the draw direction. The orientation of the
molecules leads to changes in optical and mechanical properties9
so it is necessary to have a quantitative description of the orientat¬
ion of molecules. In general, to specify the orientation of an axis,
(e.g. c-axis) of a crystallite, two angles are required. With ref¬
erence to Fig. 3„h,0a, one of the angles is the colatitudeX and the
other is the longitude 0 • However, for transversely isotropic mat¬
erials, only one angle, namely, the colatitude X .is enough to describe
the orientation of the crystallites. In this case it is useful to
define an orientation function f by the following expression,
(3.1)
where X is the angle between draw axis and a given crystal axis, and
denotes an average over
all the crystallites. From
this definition, f assumes a
value of 1 for perfect align¬
ment of the crystal axes with
draw axis, 0 for random orient-9
A
ation and - for precisely







The. angles required to specify
the orientation of a molecular
axis.
The molecular orientation of crystalline phase of semicry-
stalline polymers f can be measured by wide angle X-ray diffrac-0
tion (WAXD) t echniques (Decker et aJu 193). This method makes
use of the Bragg diffraction of X-ray (Fig. 3»»0b) to measure the
orientation of different crystallographic planes, hence the orien¬
tation of the crystal. In the following, we shall confine ourselves
to crystals having a unique crystallographic axis (c-axis) and
assume that the molecular chains are parallel to the
c~axis of the crystal If there exist planes perpendicular to c~
2
axis, cos xcan be easily determined if the orientation of theser
planes are known. But for some crystals there is no planes perpen¬
dicular to the c-axis or the intensities due to the reflection
from the nlanes nernendicular to the c-axis are too small for
2
accurate measurement, cos x)can be determined indirectly by measu¬
ring the orientations of strongly diffracting planes which are not




Fig. 3..0b. Conditions for diffraction from (hkl) planes.
3..1
2
Determination of cos x
In tiie following, we derive the relationship between (cos X )
and the mean square cosine of the angle between the draw axis
and the normal to the (hkl) planes, ( cos s10wn in
A
Fig. 3hh'ia, the unit vector Q denotes the draw direction, Z coin¬
cides with the unique crystallographic axis, i.e. c-axis. XYZ form a
Cartesian coordinate system. Let P be the normal to a plane (hkl).
A A
Then P and Q can be expressed as follows.
(3.2)
(3.3)
where e, f, and g are the cosine of the angles between P and X,
Y, Z axis, respectively.
A x
The scalar product of P and Q is
(3.)
If Eq. 3.h is squared and then averaged over all crystallites;
+ 2ef cosjcos £7 + Peg cos § cos X
+ 2f g ( coscos X (3-5)














'h k ') planes Y
Figc 3la- Relationship between draw direction Q and
the normal to (hkl) planes P. at b, and
c are the crystallographic axes; X, Y, Z
are Cartesian coordinate axes, of which
Z coincides with the c-axis.
The quantities e, fand g are all known from the unit cell geome-
try, and values of dcos'X, , -,1 can be obtained from WAXD to be des-IlKl
cribed below. Together with the orthogonality relation,
( 36)
we find that there are only five unknowns in Eq. 35- Therefore
in order to evaluate these five unknown values, the values of
(cos X} of five different crystallographic planes have to be
determined. However for crystals having symmetry, the number of
independent unknowns can be reduced,.
POM crystals have si hexagonal unit cell. It can be shown
(Appendix B) that Eq. 33 can be simplified into the following
equation :
, a
where 3cos'h() is the mean square of the cosine of the angle between
the draw direction and the c-axis. According to Eq. 3-7, in order
p
to find cos'~X) , we only have to determine the orientation of the
normal of a crystallographic plane. Among the crystallographic
planes for POM, the plane (100) has the greatest reflection inten¬
sity. The normal to the plane (100) is perpendicular to the c-axis,
i.e. g 0. This leads to 1 since
Therefore Eq. 37 can be rewritten as
(3»8j
The orientation function f is then given byP.
(3.9)
In crystallography, it is convenient to use the Miller- Bravais
indices (hkil) to describe a hexagonal crystal. The details of
this convention and the relationship between this index and the
conventional Miller index is discussed in Appendix A.. From now
on, the Miller-Bravais indices are used and the (100) plane will
be written as (1C10) plane®
2
To calculate cos o~To' S conven-eni: consider the
pole of (1010) plane5 which is defined as the intersection of the
plane normal with the surface of a unit sphere circumscribed about
the sample as center (Fig. 3«b). The coordinates of the pole
are the spherical coordinates and Let I ) be the pole
concentration, representing the relative amount of the crystals





Fig. 3.4.1b Diagram showing the pole P
of a crystal plane.
3..2 Measurement of Diffracted Intensity11 - - —- —- - — r | | -'nr. 1 . — i i ... . ,! | - -
To measure l(S, 0), we employed the transmission technique of
Cullity and Freda (1958). The instrument used was the Syntex R3
crystallographic system, comprising a four-circle diffractometer,
an operator console which consists of a mini-computer with its
inputoutput device; and a x-ray generator (molybdenum target with
fine focus). The current and voltage were set at 20 mA and h-0 kV.
The x-ray beam was circular in shape and 2 mm in diameter. In a
four-circle diffTactometer, the samples can have three independent
rotational motions while the detector has only one rotational degree
of freedom (Figo 3«.2a). The sample holder (usually called gonio¬
meter head) is mounted on a large vertical circle , termed as the
X circle, rotating about a horizontal axis. The goniometer head
itself can rotate about its own axis and is called the 0 circle.
The vertical X circle is mounted on a horizontal
circle which is the u) circle. Another larger concentric
horizontal circle carrying the x-ray detector is the 20 circle.
The angular coordinates of the sample are completely specified by
the settings in the 0, 7- . and u circles, while the coordinate of the
detector is controlled by the 20 'circle.,
Consider the diffraction geometry indicated in Fig. 32b.
X-ray from the source S is diffracted from a cylinderical sample
(draw axis being parallel to the axis of the cylinder) at 0 into the
detector at D. The Y-axis of a rectangular coordinates XYZ with
origin at 0 bisects angle SOD and the XY plane of the coordinate
system coincides with the plane SOD. During the x-ray diffraction
intensity measurement, the axis of the sample is always confined
to the XZ plane. This can be done by rotating the uj circle so
that the vertical X circle coincides with the XZ plane. Hence,
only two angular motions are allowed, one being the rotation
about the Y-axis carried out by the X circle and the other being
the rotation about the draw axis of the sample carried out by the
circle. When the sample is set at coordinate X and the
intensity I(
measured by the detector fixed at 2© is then
due to the reflection by the planes perpendicular to the Y-axis,
where 9 is the Bragg diffraction angle of these planes.
Therefore I is proportional to the pole intensity of the












Fig 3. T.2a. The four-circle diffTactometer
(l) The circle, (ii) The and
29 circles, (iii) The X ' and











Fig. 3°«2b Geometry of the transmission technique for
pole-figure measurements.





The sample is mount on a goniometer head with two angula:
adjustment mechanisms and two translational movements
for tilting and centering the sample • With the aid
of a telescope installed in the diffractometer, the
sample can be aligned with its axis coincide with the Z
axis. For a properly aligned sample, the portion of the
sample illuminated by the x-ray beam should remain
unchanged as the 0 circle rotates.
Determination of the settings of the and 29 circles (Fig. 3 2c
After the sample is aligned, a 290 scan is performed
to find the exact value of the Bragg angle 0 of the
plane crystallographic plane under examination. In a
290 scan, the 20 circle (which bears'the counter)
and the iD circle are mechanically coupled so that a
rotation of the counter through 20 degrees is auto-
i
matically accompanied by a rotation of sample through 0
degrees. This coupling ensures that the angles of
incidence on and reflection from, the sample will always
be equal to one another and equal to half the total
angle of diffraction, an arrangement necessary to pre-
serve focusing conditions . For the (1010) planes of
POM crystal, 29 is 21.7° and J = 10.85° with MoK ( A. =
o
0.?11 A) radiation.
(% C- 6-f O $ cS
Comnte v~ X ~ T 1 b £ cl m.
CO
n a
Fig. 32c. 29© scan. The counter (20 circle) and
60 circle are mechanically coupled so
.that a rotation of the counter through
20 degrees is automatically accompanied
by rotation of specimen through G,
3) Intensity scan
The counter is set at an angle 29 and the i0 circle
at 9 . To start the intensity scan, 0 coordinate
of the sample is first set at an arbitrary value
and a X-scan is performed by rotating the sample
•jtIC f Q
about X axis stepwise at approximately 05
intervals from 0° to 90°. Then the angle 0 is
increased 10° by rotating the 0 circle, and another
X-scan is repeated. The intensity scan is completed
when 0 covers the whole 30° range., The intensities
I(X?0) measured at coordinates X and 0, after some
corrections, represent the distribution of poles
of (hkil) planes which have a Bragg angle 2©«
Background scan
To find the contribution from the background at
each angle X, a 20-scan is performed by rotating
the 29 circle between the limits 29, ~ 10° to
b
20 + 10°. Due to the cylindrical symmetry of the
sample, the angle 0 can be arbitrarily set.
However the OJ circle should be set at the angle 9, .b
In practice, Background scan is taken for all X
between 0° to 90° at 3° intervals.
3..3 Corrections Applied to the WAXD Data
The measured intensities obtained by X-ray diffraction from
oriented samples need to be corrected for absorption and background
scattering (Alexander, 1969)»
Absorption correction
With reference to Fig. ya4.3a, let dl be the inten¬
sity diffracted by unit volume of the specimen oriented
at angle X and J1 be the linear absorption coefficient.
When X is larger than U°, the cross-section of the cylin¬
drical sample is elliptical. Then the intensity diffracted
at the angle 29 by the volume dxdydz at position (x, y, z)
is
(3-11)
where I is the incident beam intensity, and 1., 1_ are
o J 1' 2
the length of the paths of the incident and diffracted
beams, respectively, inside the sample. The total inten¬
sity diffracted at 20 with the specimen at an angle X
with the Z axis is obtained by integrating Eq 3.11 over







Fig. 3..3a The region of integration. The specimen is set at X ,
and is arbitrary . gq. 3.11 is integrated over
the region common to the intersecting cylinders of
sample and incident beam.
Therefore the absorption correction factor applied to the
intensity measures at X is
(3-15)
C (X) is independent of because no intensity correction
is necessary for orientation changes about the cylinder-
axis. Table 3® shows the correction factor, C CO
a
AI
calculated from Eq. 3®i2 and 313? taking fx = 3 cm , the
diameter of the sample and the beam are 1 mm and 2 mm,
respectively.
X-ray Absorption Correction Factor
2 0 10 20 50 90 50 60 70 80 88
1 1.000 1.000 0.998 0.998 0.996 0.995 0.995 0.995 0.999-
The correction seems to be quite insensitive to the exact
value of jU. In actual practice, we neglected the absorp¬
tion correction and assumed C (X) - 1 with less than 1 %
a
error- in the value of intensity.
Background Correction
In general, the intensity of X-ray measured by the counter
contains the intensity due to the diffraction of the crystal
plane under investigation plus the intensity due to other
scatterings. As indicated in Fig. 3.3b, the intensity






Firr X U ~A HX -L. til 1 y k ft Profile of a reflection as a
function of 2Q; X an 0 constant.
Shaded area: amorphous scattering.
» I
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X dc. 2 0
Fig. 3..3c The resolution of two overlapped peaks-
The profile is resolved into a background
and cwo crystalline peaks, one at 29. andb
the other at 20 .r
a 20 scan between 29. = 20, - 10° and 29_. - 29, + 10° at
1b 2 b
different X, assuming that the background is independent
, • G
of 0 due to cylindrical symmetry® The intensity I - I
- I is the true intensity due to diffraction of the
plane studied.
At some angle X (eg- when X is around k0° in our study),
the 29 scan may contain other peaks due to diffraction
from other crystal planes or the amorphous region as shown
in Fig. Under this condition, the diffraction
profile can be resolved into three curves, namely, one
from the desired diffraction vith 2© - 29, , one from
b
diffraction from other planes with 29 - 29 and a back¬
ground scattering. The resolution is usually done by hand,
although computer fitting has been tried vith equal success.
In fact, the overlapping of the two peaks does not introduce
appreciable error in the determination of cos because11 1010
in highly oriented sample the contribution to
2 o
(cos Xby l(X,0) for X 2 20 is usually very small and any
error in the correction of T(X,0) (XX20°) can thus be
negligible. In our study, the strongest line (1010)
is used, together with highly monochromatic X-ray source,
the background scattering is usually less than a few per-
cents of the total intensity, especially for highly oriented
samples.
Jmk.k Comparison with Published. Results
The above measurement procedure and analysis were checked
by using PP sample. The agreement between our data and those
published by Samuels (1985) 8s Tound to be satisfactory. The two
sets of data are shown in the Table 3
Table 3.2
Comparison between measured f and f from Samuels
c c




























3.1-5 Construction of Pole Pigure.
The true intensity I is proportional to the pole density
at colatitude X and longitude A pole figure of the (1010) poles
of oriented POM can be constructed by plotting the value of
on a polar stereographic net. Tracing of typical intensity curves
are shown in Pig- 1.2f-h. It is obvious that the crystallites
tend to align more perfectly as the draw ratio goes up- It is also
true that the pole figures of all oriented samples investigated
possess cylindrical symmetry about the draw axis and hence support the
argument that for }2.25, drawn POM has a fibrillar structure.
31.6 WAXD Photographs- t,...WW,..— .~c
WAXD photographs were taken using a flat camera, and filtered
CuKol radiation- The current and voltage were 11 mA and 50 XV,
respectively. The photographic films were placed at a. distance
of 60 mm from the specimens as shown in Pig. 3-1.6a.
draw direction
tiiu ttef
X ~ rci beo.
6 O
tyecimCh
Fig. 3. 1.6a. Relative position between specimen and
ph o t ograp hie fi Irn•
3.5 Utrasonic Measurementsmamammm——ainnwunmMWffln.mwi.«W.ihiiwmhwiwiiiW
The method used for ultrasonic measurement as similar to that
used by Chan (1980) in our laboratory except that the temperature
r 0
of the measurement is extended to cover the vanye fr..m -60 C to
C5
120 C. The method involved immersing the sa .pie in a tank of liquid
containing an ultrasonic transitter and receiver. The transit time
of an ultrasonic pulse through the sample '.as measured and the wave
velocities were then deduced.
As discussed in Chapter a, C and are related to longitu¬
dinal wave velocity • and transverse wave velocity V. respectively:
a b
C., and C» , are determined by using Co. 2.26, with values of
3J 13 AT
the quasi-longitudinal (V ) and quasi-1 '-ans verse v V ) wove velocity
m e a s u r 0 d a t d i f f e r e 111
v and V, are measured by impinging ultrasonic wave on oriented
a u
sample which was aligned with its dro.v; axis z perpendicular to the
v
plane c .ntaming ultrasonic beam 'u and the normal to the sampleA- _ A—} X
surface ( Fig. 2.1.2a )• because the oriented samples are trans¬
versely isotropic, V .and ', are independent of the incident anglec 1 n n - 0
V , V. can thus be . '.ensured accurately bv taking the avcrave of
a b
several measurements at different incident angles. For 7 and V
measurements, the quasi-longitudinal and quasi-transverse wave were
generated in the sample which was so aligned that the araw direct¬
ion z lies in the same plane as u and n tFig. 2.1.2b ). In this
case, V and V are dependent on the incident angle+ — and therefore
measurements were made for different s. The elastic moduli C „ _ «
1g '
and c[flf were then determined from a least squares fit to the
Eq. 2.26 with a series data of V and V at different angle
-j- WW
A detailed description of the technique can be found in the
K.Phi. thesis by C.C. Chan,
G H AFTER k
Results and Discussions
A 1 D ens i t y M e a s ur em en t s
The densities and the volume fraction crystallinities of
the POM samples used in this study are shown in Table Rai and k2
The density p in Table h2 shows a slight decrease for draw ratio
up to 7. - 5»5i followed by an increase. The decrease could
probably be attributed to the fact that the crystalline structure
of the material is broken up in a draw process, while the increase
above 7k = 55 may be attributed to the formation of the inter-
crystalline bridges• However the variation in density is so small
that the oriented samples can be regarded to have roughly the
same crystallinity as the isotropic sample and therefore an aver¬
age value of 0,6p will be assumed for all oriented samples in the




Specimen I II III IV V VI
thickness 1.59 1375 1.30 2.723 1.350 1.790
(mm) I !
density 1.905 1.913 1.926 1.932 1.930 1.932
(gcc)







Drav; ratio Tl 3I24~24.9556 8.5 12 16 J
thickness 11.375 1.20 1.50 1.31 O.87O 0.86 0.825 0.665 0.615 O.39
( mm I
density 1.413 1.409 1.409 1.408 1 .409 1. 4t9 1.410 1.410 1.412 1.412I
(gcc)
I—miimI ' I'—wi—mi——r»ri«rwa«ww3w«».-a.i—nilI u 1 » ——iMinim« 'm-wwan » m» -TTiriTtTlWWrTWOT~ttvY-TIWTTTiri» 1 »i • 11Titir—T~r—»ivTWTiMiM«MT'»wrr-w--IiIU II ! 1 111lln 1 HMi
crystallinity 64.0 62.1 61.7 61.7 62.1 62.1 6,2.5 62.5 63.3 63 3
( %)
+«2 Wide Angle X-ray Diffraction Measurements
POM has a 95 helix coraformation and packs in a hexagonal
unit cell. The wide angle X-ray diffraction patterns of the
material in the undrawn and drawn conditions were obtained vith
the X-ray beam parallel to the thickness direction of the samples
( Fig. 34.6a).
The X-ray diffraction pattern for the unoriented POM is shown
in Fig 4.2a. The two bright rings from the center to outside
corresponded to (.1010) and (1015) reflections, respectively
IN the figure the X-ray diffraction patterns obtained from POM
vith draw ratio 55 and 12 are also presented The characteristic
arcs of the reflections indicate that the crystals are almost
perfectly aligned when A. = 5»5. The intense equatorial (1010)
reflections show the c-axis of the crystals are mostly parallel
to the draw direction
The representative WAXD pole figures (Klug and Alexander, 1970
of oriented samples (.A. = 2.5» 4.5« 16) are shovn in Fig 4.2b.
The intensity range varied from each pole figure, and the relative
intensities for the contour lines are marked. The lowest intensity
in each figure is chosen as unity. The figures show that (1010)
pole figure consists of circles, centered on the draw direction.
The intensity around the center poles is symmetrically distributed
with the minima at the poles and maxima in the transverse
direction. As the draw ratio increases the ratio of
intensity at the maxima and minima increase. The pole figures
shown are those expected for a fiber i.e.,POM has a fiber structure
after 10% draw, this result is consistent with that observed by
O'Leary and Geil (1971)-
The half-width of the azimuthal diffraction curves are
2
shown as functions of draw ratio in Tig. 9.2c. The quantities
yA, could also be used to characterize the sharnness of orientation
'2
of (1010) diffraction plane (Desper, 1973)• As we can see from
the figure, Xy, decreases as increases, for X = 16, Xy reaches a
value of about 3° : the normals to (1010) planes are oriented
at an averaged angle of greater than 87° relative to the draw
axis. At this draw ratio, f - 0.992, which corresponds to an0
( 90 - X) value of about 3° (Eq. 3°9) which is almost equal to X-
XT
In Fig. A.2d, the crystalline orientation functions f arer
shown as a function of draw ratio TV- The behaviour of f is
c.
qualitively similar to those reported for other highly orientedft
crystalline polymers ( Glenz and Peterlin, 1971; hard et.al., 1978
Leung and Choy, 192 ) . The variation of f with draw ratioc
indicates that most crystalline orientation has occurred curing
deformation up to natural draw ratio ( = 3.3)- Further deform¬
ation produces only very small increase in crystalline orientation.
(I)
(II) (III)
Fig. k.2.3..Fiber photographs for POM:
(I) X = 1 ; (II) A. =5.5 ;
















Fig. if.2b. The (1010) pole figures for Oriented POM:














Fig. 4.2c. X',:,? half-width of the azimuth-.1 intensity2
distribution against draw ratio for POM
samples. The diagram in the unper corner
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tig. n.dd. Orientation functions against draw ratio for POM samples.
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The birefringence is shown as a function of draw ratio in
Fig. The birefringences obtained by Ward et al. (1978) on
extruded samples are included for comparison. The birefringence
is a measure of the contributions due to the crystalline phase,
the amorphous phase and the form birefringence. It thus gives a
measurement on the average orientation function ( the form bire¬
fringence is very small and is usually neglected ). As we shall
see in Section .-.3, the intrinsic birefringences for both cryst¬
alline and amorphous phases can be deduced from birefringence if
the orientation functions f and f are known.
c a
The birefringence increases rapidly until up to X. = 35
Above this draw ratio it increases slowly and approaches a value
of about 0.1, which is a possible crude estimation of A°, the intrinsicv
birefringence of the crystal. for POM. The increase of biref ringence
above X= 3.3, where the crystalline alignment is almost completed
(see Fig. .2d), points to the further increase in orientation in
the amorphous phase. Ward et al. (1978) also reported values of
birefringence of oriented POM, which is approximately 2.03 less than
ours. However their measurements were made on samples extruded at






Fig. 'i.3a. Birefringence against drav; ratio for POM samples. Filled symbols
denote our data; open symbol denote the data obtained by Ward (19











Two independent elastic moduli of isotropic POM with crystal-
Unity V ranging from 0.60 to 0.80 and the five independent moduliv
of oriented POM (A.= 1, 2.7, 3, 12, 16 ) were measured by an
ultrasonic method at 10 MHz over the temperature range of -60 to
120°C. Additional measurements on samples with low draw ratio 32,
A.2, .9 and 6 were also made at a few selected temperatures ( -60,
0, 60. and 120°C ).
A-.k• 1 Crystallinity Dependence
The Young's modulus £ and shear modulus G of isotropic POM
at different crystallinities are shown between -60 and 120°C in
Fig. -.A.1 a. and 4.4.1b., respectively. The variation of moduli
with temperature is different for different degrees of crystallinity;
the moduli of samples with lower crystallinity have a strong temper¬
ature dependence- For example E(V =0®60) decreases by more than
c
r o
ninefold when the temperature is raised from -60 to 120 C, vhile
E(V =0.793) only drops about fourfold. This is consistent vith the
fact that the stiffness of amorphous phase is more strongly affected
by a change of temperature, and the presence of the crystallities in
the amorphous matrix stiffens .the material. It is also seen from
Fig. T.T.Ib., at low temperature (-60°C), G increases by only J0%0
as V increases from 0.6 to 0.8 vhile above the T relaxation (say,
c
120°C) G increases by about 200% .
W(f ess«w$ Tfl _a
.805
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2. Draw katio Dependence
In Chapter 2, the change of morphology of oriented sample
has been discussed. During the drawing process, the molecular
chains in lamellae are aligned along the draw direction, and
the crystalline blocks are pulled out of the lamellae. The
crystalline jolocks, connected by taut tie raolucules or crystalline
bridges, toget. er with the amorphous matrix form a microfibrillar
structure. Because the taut tie molecules or crystalline bridges
(reinforcing phase) pass through the amorphous matrix, the m ter-
ial is stiffened.
Fig. k.k.2a shows the -dependence of Youngks moduli E ,o
Si r and E,_ at different temperatures. It is obvious E E, _E
h-5 90 0 h-5 90
at all temperatures, the lower values in and are mainly due
to the fact that the deformation in tnese directions relates more
to Van der Waals-type forces rather than to covalent forces. For
, o N
temperatures below the X relaxation' temperature, Ty 0 C),
E increases with draw ratio 7v , while Eon decreases. These effectsO yt)
are direct consequences of the alignment of the molecular chains
due to drawing . Above T , the amorphous phase becomes rubbery.
In addition to the orientation effect the stiffening effect of the
taut tie molecules or crystalline bridges becomes more important.
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Fig. d.-.2a. Draw ratio dependence of Young's moduli
E , E, __ and Enn of POM at I) -60°C ;
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fig. 4-. u2b. Draw ratio dependence of shear moduli C,,























Similar draw ratio dependences are also observed for C, , andd-d
(Hig• A.Adb). Cjf is the axial shear modulus and. corresponds to
• A
the shear in the plane containing the draw axis z; is the t ran-
servese shear modulus, it is related to the distortion in the plane
perpendicular to z and thus is related to the weak Van der Waals
force between oriented molecular chains. Cj . which involves shear¬
ing across the oriented chains is, therefore, always greater than
o
66 over Vle en_tire temperature range. At - 60 C, C shows slight
decrease with A s which is again an indication of the effect of the
orientation of molecular chain. However, due to the reinforcement
of the taut tie-molecules and crystalline bridges, both C,L and
increase with A, at temperatures above ther x relaxation ( 0 C) .
A. A. 3 Temperature Dependence of Elastic Constants
Fig. A.A.3 a~e show the plots of elastic constant C as funct-
pq
ions of temperature for oriented TOM of A- = 2.7? 8, 12 and lb.
The elastic constants for the unoriented sample ( A- = 1) are alsoft
shown for comparision. The elastic constants for all samples decrease
with rising temperature, indicating that the samples are more and
more compliant. In general, when the temperature is changed from
o
- 60 to 120 C, Cn _ and CI. _7 fall slightly, and C„ _ changes by no
12 If ii,
more than AO %• , Cgg and Cgg have stronger temperature depend¬
ence, dropping to 30 - AO % of. their values at - 60 C when the sample
is heated to .120° C. The drop of , C , Cand Cg£ at the
re¬
laxation 0 C) becomes smaller as increases. This apparently
results from the stiffening effect of the taut tie-molecules m the
amorphous hase.
The temperature dependence of the axial Young's moduli E
at various draw ratios are shown in Fig® kmk.JZ Similar to other
elastic constants, the value of E drops with rising temperature®
o
The magnitude of the drop is different for different draw ratios®
In general9 the drop of of low draw ratio samples are larger
than that of highly oriented samples § ie®s the rate at vhich
E0 falls off with temperature decreases somewhat at higher draw
ratios and this is attributed to the stiffening effect of the
taut tie molecules andor the crystalline bridges
in the amorphous phase® For example9 the value o:i
changes about eight folds over the temperature range from - 60
to 120°C while ) changes about sixfold and E
° o
threefold only® As seen from Fig A«4«3a-ej the axial longitudinal
modulus C„_ shows similar behaviour®
33
The temperature dependence of the transverse Young's modulus
Ern at various draw ratios are plotted in Fig© A©A«3g® Since the
En„ curves for different samples overlap one another, only a few
of them are shown at widely separatee 1 so as to avoid confusion®
The drop in Snr at the major amorphous relaxation is relativelyyJ
small for the highly drawn samples, with the results that there
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Fig. k.k.Ja. Temperature dependence of elastic moduli
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Fig. -„4«3b« Temperature dependence of elastic moduli
C of POM ( A. = 55)• C for unoriented
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Fig. f.4«3c. Temperature dependence of elastic moduli
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Fig. Temperature dependence of axial Young's modulus
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Fig. k»k-3g Temperature dependence of transverse Young's



















Two Phase Reuss Mode1
4.51 Invariance
In Section 2.3? it-has been shown that the necessary and
sufficient condition for the Reuss model to be valid is the quantit¬
ies and s must be independent of orientation® Fig 4.5la
show,sthe variation of k and s with A at different temperatures.
The results show that the two phase Reuss model is valid only at
temperature below « Similarly, the corresponding draw ratio
dependence of the invariants, G and K, in the Voigt model are shown
in Fig. 4.5.1b • The strong draw ratio dependence of K and G allows
us to reject the Voigt model as a possibility to explain the mecha¬
nical behaviour of the oriented POM.
The two phase Reuss model developed by Samuels et al., contains
10 parameters. Under several reasonable assumptions, the model can
be simplified to contain only six parameters ( see Chapter 2 for
details ). We Shall use this simplified model in our analysis.
However, to compare the experimentally observed moduli with the
theoretical predictions, the amorphous orientation function f anda
the six intrinsic parameters have to be determined.
4.52 Intrinsic Parameters A and A
c a
Eq. 2.45 shows that for an isotropic sample,
( 2.46)
This equation provides a method to find the intrinsic com¬
pliances A and A ; the intercept at V ~ 1 gives the value of
c a c
A and at V - 0 gives A • Fig 4.52a shows the linear relation-
ship between the axial compliance and the crystallinity of isotropic
samples. Values of A and A calculated from the intercepts
c a
using the ultrasonic moduli at - 60 G are 0»51x10 ' and 1 ®83
-10 2 -1
xlO m N , respectively© At temperatures above TV f the
amorphous phase is rubbery, and hence A A • The fitting ofC St
the isotropic data gives negative values for A , which clearly
makes no physical sense© On the other hand- the compliance of
the crystalline phase should have a weak temperature dependence,
it can therefore be regarded as a constant and being equal to
the average of its value below Ty® Hence we assumed .A = 0®f-1
-10 ?
x10 m N at all temperatures above A modified least
square method is then applied to fit the ultrasonic data at -60i
o
to 120 C with the value of A fixed© The values of A and A
c c a
over the temperature range are summarized in Table 4.3
4®5®3 Amorphous Orientation Functionl»fiiiwrtwrnni)Bffn—-fiwrn mmw»WE»»l'inr.T.iT»tli«»•Wi«i.inrtt»i«Minrp'nTi'niirTr-I P--iffmfhn—mimirni'
The amorphous orientation function f is used to describe
quantitatively the orientation of amorphous phase® Since f is3l
model dependent, in this work, the two phase Reuss model is used
and f is found by substituting the ultrasonic Young's modulus31
oat - 60 C and the compliances Aq and Aa determined above in Eq®
o
The temperature •» 60WC is chosen because it is vell below T- arid
the series model may be a good approximation to explain the me¬
chanical behaviour of oriented POM, The draw ratio dependence
of f is shown in Fig® 4©Te© The figure shows that theSl
amorphous18 region responds less efficiently to orientation
than the crystalline phase, especially in the early stages of
drawing© Even at the largest draw ratio in our studies, the
amorphous region of POM is still not fully oriented©
d b « A Intrinsic 31r e f rigen c e s
The amorphous orientation function f determined in the last
section can be further checked by using Eq» 256© Eq© 2©p6 pre¬
dicted that a plot of against for the oriented sam¬
ples will give a straight line© Since the ratio f f is veryB, C
sensitive to error in f , the deviation of data points from thecl 1
straight line thus give the probable error in f© Eq© 2alsoct
shows that the slope and the intercept of the straight line give
the intrinsic birefrigenccs of the crystalline and amorphous
regions© In Fig© d©p©'-!a,plots of against
for nine oriented POM are shown© A linear plot is obtained and
a estimated error in f is found to be less than 10® On the
a
other hand, the slope and the intercept of the line give the in¬
trinsic birefrigences of the crystalline and amor¬
phous phases respectively® As far as we know
the intrinsic birefrigences for POM have not yet been
reported in the literature® The intrinsic birefrigences are
useful parameters to study the orientation of semicrystalline
polymers. Once and have been determined, the amorphous
orientation function f can be obtained by a combination of
a
density (i.e. crystallinity), WAXD and birefrigence measurements.
4.p.5 Comparison with the Two Phase Reuss Model
Among the six parameters described in Eq. 2.27- 2.38, A 3
and A have been already determined. The shear compliances A.nq ua
and A„ are obtained as follows:
Gc
According to £q. 2.46, a plot of experimental shear
o
compliance at - 60 C against crystallinity V should be
a straight line. In Pig. 4.3.5a, six isotropic POM of different
crystallinities are plotted against V It is apparent that the
data fits a straight line. At other temperatures, good straight
lines {see also rig. 4„5»5a) are also obtained. The extrapolations
of the lines to v = o and V = 1 give the values of A., and
c c Ga Gc
respectively. Similar to A , A is assumed to be a constant
above Ty and is set equal to the average value of the A obtained
below T . Ar and A determined in this way are summarized in
Table 3.
The parameters and 3 are obtained by fitting
B.. and B,. can also be .obtained bv fitting or 3, , versusba Gc . . , _ ° 1 o AT
X using Kq. 2.44 or Eq. 2.46, respectively.
versus draw ratio using Eq» 2. 50 Again, a straight line is
obtained (Fig. 4.5«5b)« It is seen that there is a reasonably
linear relationship between f(Srr) and
00 The intercepts
Gc an 30Pc q determined from the p 1 ots are 1 nc 1 uded in
Table 3.
Comparisions between exj.• erimen ta 1 da I;• and the pr edi ction
by the Reuss model for compliances! and Young s modulus E(0)
pq 0
o
at various temperatures are shovm in Fig 4»5»5c~g» At - 60
the agreement suggests that the internal stress-strain field
may bo approximated by a uniform stress distribution and that
the assumptions made by Samuels et al.(l979) are valid at tem¬
pera, lure below the y relaxation temperature TV At 0°C T the
discr epancy bit v;een 111 e cxj.»er irnen ta 1 dr 11a an d 111 c r edi c ti on by
the model becomes noticeable. Above IVs the discrepancy becomes
larger© This is most obvious when one examines the Young's
modulus E(0) of different draw ratio at different temperatures®
»
At - 60 Cs the agreement between the data and the model prediction
- o
is within 10'iV However, at 60 C, the observed E and E„,_ for the
o 90
highly oriented sample (A = 16) are approximately two times the
theoretical values© The situation is even worse at 120°C, where
the observed E and En (A = 16) are approximately times the
o 90
-o
predicted values© Furthermore, the model predicts a wrong draw
ratio dependence for Eq„ above the transition temperature® At
- 60 C, the observed EnnyU
1.' n 1 h p (T i r A c
vith the model® However9 at 120°CS the observed EQrZv.
E90
contradicting the prediction of the two
92
phase Reuss model, which according to Eq. 2.45, E90= (s11)-1
should decrease as fc and fa increase. The poor agreement at high
temperatures and high draw ratios can also be seen in Fig. 4.5.5h.
The model predicts that E0 for all should have similar temperature
dependence with Eiso. However, as seen from Fig. 4.5.5h, the
temperature dependence of Eo becomes weaker as increases, which
does not agree with the two-phase Reuss model.
Table f.3
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Fig -«»51a Drav; ratio dependence of s and k of POM at -60°,
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Fig. 45.1b. Draw ratio dependence of K and G of POM at
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L'xb i+»»2a« Linear relationship between the tensile compliance
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Fig.4.5.5b. Linear relationship between
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Fig. 4.5.5c. Draw ratio dependence of the compliances S12' S13'
S4L and S66 of POM at -60°C. Symbols denote data
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Fig. f«55d. Variation of Young's modulus of POM as a function
of angle relative to the draw axis at -60°C .
Symbols denote data points; curves denote predic¬
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Fig. k.5.5e Variation of Young's modulus of POM as a function
of angle relative to the draw axis at 0 C.
Symbols denote data points; curves denote predic¬












Fig. Variation of Young's modulus of POM as a function
of angle relative to the draw axis at bO°C .
Symbols denote data points; curves denote predic¬





















Fig, Variation of Young's modulus of POM as a function
of angle relative to the draw axis at 120°C.
Symbols denote data points; curves denote predic¬

























Fig. 4.5.5h. Temperature dependence of E POM. Symbols denote
date?, points; solid lines denote prediction from the




















A.6 The Takayanagi Model' 1 J an._j.HMI ri i g imiiui j ,m9|,«mm+m
To compare the experimentally observed Young's modulus with
that obtained using Eq 257 one has to know the volume
fraction of crystalline bridge b as well as the intrinsic
Young'moduli for both crystalline and amorphous phases. In
this study, the axial and transverse Young's moduli E1' and E
for the POM crystal are deduced from the compressibiby data (
White et al (1976)) and the C ? C C, C, . obtained by Anderson
I I I cL j j i .
et al® (1982) using the method of neutron scattering® The Young's
moduli so obtained are listed as follows:
The Young's modulus E for amorphous phase is assumed to be indep-d
endent of direction and equals 1A , being the -amorphousSi 8.
intrinsic compliance obtained from the two phase Reuss model,
The volume fraction of crystalline bridge b is estimated from the
the experimentally observed axial Young's modulus E at 60°C
using Eq. 2.57 • The temperature of 60°C is chosen because it is
lower than the oh relaxation, where the crystalline phase becomes
viscoelastic and vet is sufficiently
low that its precise value is not important. The calculated
values of b using Eq 2.57 shown in Fig.A.6a • b varies
linearly with A. ad increases about fourfold as the draw ratio
increases from 5«5 to 16 «
Eq calculated using Eq 257 is shown in Fig. h.6b for
and 16 as functions of temperature. Near the relaxation
temnerature drops much less than which is
in aggreeraent with the experimental observation. Physically? this
effect can be understood from the fact that the modulus of the
crystalline bridges which reinforce the amorphous region has only
weak temperature dependence. Thus the Takayanagi model, together
with an increase of b with , provides a reasonable explanation
for the difference in temperature dependence for low and high draw
ratio. On -the other hand, the two-phase Reuss model predicts a
similar temperature dependence at all draw ratios and thus predicts
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Fig. 4.6a. Variation of crystalline bridge fraction b as a
function of calculated from Eo at 60°c accord-
















Fig. 4.6b. Temperature dependence of Eo of POM. Symbols denote




The WAXD study of POM shows that the drawing process aligns
the chain molecules in the crystallites along the draw direction®
As a result of this alignment and the production of taut tie
molecules and crystalline bridges in the amorphous region,
the mechanical properties of oriented POM are greatly improved
over the isotropic material® The two-phase Reuss model proposed
by Samuels et al• can describe the mechanical properties at low
draw ratios over the whole temperature range studied, but fails
at high draw ratios for temperatures above the T relaxation
On the other hand, the Takayanagi model, which assumes that the
crystalline and amorphous regions are arranged in series along
the draw axis and this combination is coupled in parallel with
the crystalline bridge (or taut tie molecule), can explain the
temperature dependence of the tensile data for all oriented POM®
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APPENDIX A
The Miller IndicesimmWItWlMWH'l—iMWIIHMlMMHWIIM.I I W»X—i;
Crystal planees always have intercepts on the crystal axes a,
b and c, in general, the intercepts are expressed as ma, na and pc,
where m, n and p are integers The Miller indices are then obtained
by taking the reciprocals of m, n and p®
In. general h,k,and 1 are expressed as integers without a common
divisor.
However in describing the planes of hexagonal crystals four
axes are usually used The corresponding Miller symbol then becomes
(hkil). The additional index, i, is obtained from a third coord¬
inate axis d lying in the plane of a and bs and making an angle
o
of 120 with positive b (Fig A1)• For example, consider the
vertical plane (parallel to the o-axis ) whose trace is the dashed
line tt?» , Its. intercepts are : 1a, ooa, ooc (for hexagonal
crystal, a = b = d). .Taking reciprocals and clearing of fractions
gives
Hence the Miller indices of the plane is (1010)®
APPENDIX B
Hexagonal Symmetry
For hexaginal symmetry, the rotation about the unique axis
o o
— c axis through 120 and 20 leaves the crystal unchanged,
A .
i.e., P unchange, while the draw direction will change and Q
will be the following vector :
o o
After a rotation through 120 and 20 , Q becomes01






Since P is an arbitrary vector, e and f a e independent variables
and equations I, II and III are all equal to one another® cora-
. . 2
pare coefficients of the e terms, two equalities are obtained
Obviously, from the first equality we see that
(IV)
and from the second equality.
(V)
Similarly from the comparison in the coefficients of 2ef terms,
(¥1)













Fig A1. i) The hexagonal unit cell and ii) (10T0) plane.
APPENDIX C
Raw Data
I) Elastic Constants ( C ), Compliances ( S ), Young's
pq pq °
Moduli ( E(0) ) , and Poisson Ratio ( P ) for
pq
Oriented POM
II) Crystallinity Dependence of Young s Modulus E ,
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